
The Futanari Queen: (Futa x Male, Futa on Male) By Britt Archer The Futanari Queen: (Futa x Male
Futa on Male)Oh my! The complete Futa brutality and eroticism on this story is mouthwatering!
Intriguing and arousing from start to finish I was enraptured by the futanari imagining her looking
like Sofia Vergara long flowing gown that highlights her luscious curves and then when she’s close
to her lover he can feel her thick hard demon cock! I was like “dang I know you gonna suck that.
Belly expansion from cum is so hot! Anyways a great read! Enjoy and read with a towel! The
Futanari Queen: (Futa x Male Futa on Male)

Britt Archer loves nothing than to explore the power dynamic between men and women. Whether its
cruel dominatrixes tormenting their slaves bulging female bodybuilders overpowering weak men or
sexy wives cuckolding their small peckered husbands she loves to explore fetishes and role reversal.
Whether it's cruel dominatrixes tormenting their slaves bulging female bodybuilders overpowering
weak men or sexy wives cuckolding their small peckered husbands she loves to explore fetishes and
role reversal,

When Erik a lowly thief is offered the chance to spend an evening with a rich noblewoman he jumps
at the chance, He’s heard tales of other lowborn like himself earning gold by pleasuring bored
noblewoman while their husbands are away: But little does he know that the woman who has
summoned him is the dangerous and powerful Lady Aeryn. And the naughty things she has planned
for him are very different from what he expects. She’s hiding a massive bulging surprise and Erik is
going to be relentlessly pumped full by a Futanari Queen, And when he’s left trembled drenched and
barely able to walk she’s going to reveal an even bigger surprise to him, Product Warning: This book
contains hot and nasty futanari action and is intended for mature audiences only: ” lol! But she just
used him like a cock sleeve and he loved it taking a thick load down his gullet and two inside of him
which caused his belly to inflate. She lives in the north with her small dog and keeps active during
the long winter months by visiting the gym. When you dont find her at the gym shes busy writing
sexy new stories. Britt Archer loves nothing than to explore the power dynamic between men and
women: She lives in the north with her small dog and keeps active during the long winter months by
visiting the gym, When you don't find her at the gym she's busy writing sexy new stories. One that
will change his life forever. The author must like that and I love it. {site_link}.


